
Investment styles and goals differ, but one 
desire is consistent, says Julien Palardy, a 
Managing Director at TDAM. “People always 
love dividends. These stocks tend to be less 

volatile than non-dividend-paying stocks.”
Palardy’s Quantitative and Passive Invest-

ment Team has been around for 25 years. It was 
one of the first in Canada to focus on quantita-
tive investing. The team has been a leader in 
alpha strategies and low-volatility strategies, 
and, more recently, introduced dividend strat-
egies in the form of ETFs.

This lineup includes a Canadian dividend- 
focused ETF, TD Q Canadian Dividend ETF 
(TQCD), and a global dividend-focused ETF, 
TD Q Global Dividend ETF (TQGD). Both provide 
exposure to high-dividend-paying stocks, with 
a focus on higher-quality companies that dem-
onstrate growing dividend streams and strong 
cash flow generation.

What do investors gain through the two ETFs? 
Palardy discusses the benefits, and the art and 
science of quantitative investments.

What do TQCD and TQGD add to a portfolio?
Palardy: Our goal is to help ensure investors 
don’t simply receive dividends today but get 
sustainable dividends into the future. To help 
accomplish this, we use quality metrics in our 
portfolio construction, on top of the dividend 
yield itself. Stocks must pass at least four out of 
nine screens, such as an increase in return on 
assets, whether they’re buying back shares, an 
increase in asset turnover, and positive operat-
ing cash flows.

What are the main allocations for each ETF 
and why?
Palardy: TQCD and TQGD resemble the com-
position of the TSX and MSCI World, respective-
ly. However, we have preferences for insurance 
companies, energy, materials, real estate, and 
traditional defensives like staples and util-
ities. In TQGD, we may also find high-quality 
dividend payers in healthcare, transportation 
like Japanese rails, and tech, where Apple and 
Microsoft are our largest positions. Sector al-
locations are largely driven by where we find 
dividend-paying stocks, and the names by their 
quality metrics.

Why are these Canadian and global ETF 
products better than just buying individual 
dividend-paying stocks?
Palardy: Diversification matters. Any com-
pany can be hit by events that aren’t fore-
seeable. To identify quality stocks, you 
need proper risk modelling, and you need to 
apply a range of metrics across a broad uni-
verse.

Are today’s market conditions presenting 
opportunities in this space?
Palardy: I think it ’s a great time for 
dividend-paying stocks. In today’s markets, 
investors are going to two extremes on the 
risk spectrum. At one end are GICs or Treas-
uries, which pay high yields with zero risk. 
At the other is a concentrated handful of 
expensive and volatile stocks. In between, 
that leaves a lot of high-quality dividend- 
paying names with significant yields that are 
at a discount compared to the rest of the 
market.

Why would investors purchase dividend 
stocks when they can get 4%-plus, risk-free, 
in GICs or high-interest savings accounts?
Palardy: Eventually, I believe, interest rates will 
come down. High-yielding GICs aren’t forever. 
Dividend-paying stocks, on the other hand, can 
lock in an opportunity, and right now is an amaz-
ing opportunity to buy those at a discounted 
price.

Why is it often a bad idea to buy the highest-
yielding stock on the market?
Palardy: They tend to be lower-quality names, 
concentrated in too few areas, with a higher 
probability of dividend cuts in the future. If you 
maximize the current yield, you won’t necessar-
ily maximize future yield.

How do you view the science of quantitative 
investing?
Palardy: It’s a sophisticated approach to mak-
ing use of financial data to help generate excess 
returns above a market benchmark while man-
aging risk within a portfolio. I believe the future 
of investing belongs to models and quantitative 
metrics.

Is a quantitative approach better than passive 
replication of an index?
Palardy: With passive index replication, your 
returns are reflective of what the market does. 
When we build our quantitative ETFs, we have 
the full firepower of our research and develop-
ment team, and individuals working on machine 
learning models to forecast dividend-earnings 
growth and other metrics that can help iden-
tify sustainable winners. We believe we can 
generate better risk-adjusted returns with this 
approach.

To build models and select stocks, what skills 
should you have on a team?
Palardy: When I joined 17 years ago, most people 
had a background in finance. Now, we also have 
people with backgrounds in computer science, 
machine learning, applied math, and neural and 
cognitive systems. We’re fairly open, as long as 
individuals have the quantitative skills and are a 
good complement to the rest of the team.

What quantitative investing myths would you 
like to dispel?
Palardy: That it’s easy, or a cheap version of 
investing. A quantitative team is expensive to set 
up and requires a lot of high-quality data and 
the proper technology to process it. The talent 
on the team differs from what you may find on 
a fundamental equity team, but it’s equally valu-
able in generating sustainable alpha.

For information about 
the quant ETFs available 
at TDAM, download the 
TD Q Advantage.
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